JOHANNE PATRY INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP

«Develop a passion to learn. If
you do so, you will never cease
to grow. »
- Anthony J. D’Angelo

‘’Ms. Patry has been able to demystify, simplify, and awaken in me the desire to investigate more
deeply the world of science at the primary level. With all her knowledge and her skills, she was
always available in her pedagogical support and thus guiding me in putting together significant,
interesting and concrete learning situations for my students. ‘’
-Lina Plaisance, 3e grade teacher, primary
Collège Bourget

To develop professional skills in…

 teaching and learning strategies
 efficient pedagogical management and
 motivating learners and teachers
For …

 teachers and business
 management
 non-teaching personnel

TRAINING

Training characteristics

 Immediate application in class
 For all disciplines, levels, positions
 About pedagogical approaches and strategies
 Specific training for specific disciplines

OFFRE
GRATUITE

 Offered for multidsiciplinary teams as a goal to create interdisciplinairy learning
situations

 May be designed and presented according to the needs of the clients
 May be presented in different formats (conference, workshop, short training)
 May be chosen individually or the client can create a ‘medley’ of many workshops.

Meetings with teaching personnel and/or management regarding management of…
 pedagogy/andragogy

 the physical teaching environments such as classrooms, labs, technology, machine-shops,
tools

 personnel in education
 the classroom
 the application of curricula
 the evaluation of professional competencies

CONSULTING

 the evaluation of students skills and knowledge
The meetings can be spread over time or be held as needed.

JP Instructional Leadership
429 Esther-Blondin
Vaudreuil-Dorion, Québec
J7V 2R2
Canada

For…

 teachers and business employees
 management
 Subject related teams
 school teams

Tel : 001-514-586-1711
Fax : 001-514-221-3493
E-mail: patryjo@videotron.ca
Web site : www.jpeduc.com

Regarding the pedagogical organization of …

 activities
 programmes and curricula
 disciplines, subject matter
Support and coaching can be spread over time or be held as needed.

SUPPORT AND
COACHING

JOHANNE PATRY INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP
We are now at a point where we must
educate our children in what no one
knew yesterday, and prepare our
schools for what no one knows yet.
-Margaret Mead

TRAINING

For a full description, visit our website www.jpeduc.com

FOR ALL









3G Classroom Management
Learning assessment
Professional Competencies in Education
Designing and applying a Learning and Evaluation Situation
Graves Values Systems in Education : deep down motivation
Convincing or Letting Ourselves Being Convinced : Metaprograms in Education
Sensory Representations Systems : how we collect and express information and what to do
about it in education

TRAINING
CONSULTING
SUPPORT AND
COACHING













Foldables : a 3D Tool for Manipulating Information



Strategic Learning



Learning Styles

Brain Preferences : Inheriting from our Ancestors and for our Descendants
Multiples Intelligences : the Many Paths of Learning
Information Treatment : Performance under the hood
Reading Strategies for Learning
The Metaphore or Harry Potter in School
Concepts Cartoons : characters in Education
Collaborative Learning
Active Assessment : Disagreements, Dilemmas and engaging the Learner
Concept Mapping : Tying the links
Hooking the Imaginary with Puppets

BY SUBJECT MATTER
Science and Technology

The latex motor

Mechanical engineering

Out in the Field : the Gaussmeter

The Chariot of Eol, God of the Wind

The Stirling Motor

Graphical Language

The Machine Shop

My Earth, my Heart, my Friend

I want my Space

Rocks and minerals

The Living World

The MIM : What a beast !

Sequencing Genetics

CROSS SUBJECT RELATED

 Graphical Language : Arts, Science and Technology
 Graphical Language : Math, Science and Technology
 Geomatic : Mapping Interdisciplinarity

SERVICES ARE OFFERED:
 On site
 Per hour
 Per day
 Per half day
 Over many half days

Johanne Patry, Ph.D.








JP Instructional Leadership
429 Esther-Blondin
Vaudreuil-Dorion, Québec
J7V 2R2
Canada
Tel : 001-514-586-1711
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 Over multiple days

 Spread out over the year
Works in Education in the field since 1980
Has taught 24 years in classroom
Ha been pedagogical counselor during 9 years in the public and private sectors
Is specialized in Est spécialisée en approches pédagogiques
Possesses a vast expertise with the QEP
Her vast experience is in demand both nationally and internationally
Participates regularly to large scope events worldwide
Is a recipient of the Prime Minister’s Award of Canada for Excellence in Teaching, the
Recognition, the Recognition Prize from the faculty of Education of the Université du Québec à
Montréal and a Science on Stage Europe Award
Certificed trainer by the Commission des partenaires du marché du travail

‘’Ms. Patry is a passionate pedagogue. Thanks to her judicious advice and her unwavering support, I have been able to achieve
extraordinary projects. She has encouraged me to establish ambitious goals, gave me tools to succeed, and shared without
counting her vast knowledge and resources. In short, Ms. Patry represents an exceptional addition to any educational
organization.’’
Louis Laroche, Teacher 5th grade, primary
École Lanaudière
‘’The collaboration with her in the field of science education was extremely positive. She
contributed to our European teacher initiative with new impulses e.g. about the self-perception of
teachers, which we integrated in the development of science teaching material. Johannes
coaching expertise, her ideas about a successful PR strategy and how to gain supporters was
very helpful for us.’’
Stefanie Schlunk, president of Science on Stage Europe

